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Our school hosted a fantastic carnival fair filled
with inflatable toys and exciting activities. The
schoolyard was transformed into a playground of
fun, with a variety of inflatable bouncers and other
attractions that brought joy and laughter to all the
students. There were also plenty of other fantastic
games which added more excitement to the day.

by Editorial Team

In addition to the inflatable toys, there were also a
variety of snacks for all tastes.
The day ended with many tired students, but also
with laughter and smiles from everyone. This day
will leave unforgettable memories in every
student.
It was a day filled with fun and friendship.
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When images “speak louder” than words
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by Editorial Team

And
 now seniors?What’s next?

I am Rasha Fahad and a Senior from AGBS. 
After finishing my high school, I would like to
enroll in Nottingham University in Cybersecurity.
Nowadays, Cybersecurity is a dynamic field with
high demand for skilled professionals. 
With dedication and continuous learning,
InshAllah, I will fulfill my dreams. 

Rasha Fahad

My name is Yousef Alkhrainej. 
Technology has been my passion from my early
years, with a curiosity that led me to explore the
inner workings of computers from a young age.
Now, as a 17-year-old nearing the end of my high
school journey, I am excited about the prospect of
furthering my education at IUK University.
Cybersecurity has emerged as a field that deeply
intrigues me, with its ever-evolving challenges
and the critical role it plays in protecting digital
assets. With a solid foundation in programming
and the tools to solve the complexities of
Cybersecurity, I hope to contribute meaningfully
to the defense against cyber threats. My ultimate
goal is to become a Cybersecurity expert,
dedicated to ensuring the safety and integrity of
online platforms for individuals and businesses
worldwide.

Saleem Suliman Alrashidi

Yousef Alkhainej

I am Wasan AlDhafiri. 
As a senior from AGBS, I wish to proceed my
studies in AUM University and study Chemical
Engineering.
Since childhood, my dream has been to be a
Chemical Engineer. I am extremely committed to
achieve my goal and with determination and
through hard work and dedication, I believe I will
be able to realize my lifelong dream. 

Wasan Aldhafiri

My name is Saleem Suliman Alrashidi.
After graduating from AGBS, I aspire to enroll in
IUK to study Cybersecurity, a field aligned with my
passion and career goals. I am confident that, with
God’s help, Cybersecurity will enable me to fulfill
my long-cherished dream.

My name is Faris Muhammad Al-Otaibi, and I'm a
senior in AGBS. 
I would like to study Cybersecurity at Somiya
University in India. It's more than just a career
goal; it's a dedication to fortifying digital realms,
combating threats, and ensuring the integrity of
information systems. At Somiya University, I will
have the opportunity to immerse myself in the
latest technologies, refine my analytical skills, and
collaborate with peers who share my passion for
safeguarding the cyber landscape. I am sure that
this journey will set the stage for a future where
my expertise could play a vital role in preventing
cyber threats.

Faris Muhammad Al-Otaibi
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And
 now seniors?What’s next?

My name is Fanar Almutoutah and a senior from
AGBS.
After finishing high school, I am planning to go to
AIU University, which is my dream University. 
My major will be in Interior Design, which is also
my childhood dream. 
I hope I will pass my university exam and fulfill my
dreams.

Fanar Almutoutah

My name is Yousef Bander Al-Khaldi. I'm a senior
in AGBS. 
My dream is to be an engineer, however, I am yet
to decide which field of Engineering I will study.
I would like to enroll in Kuwait University in the
faculty of Engineering.  
I know that I have to work hard for the final exams
but Inshallah I will succeed and next school year I
am expecting to start following my dream. 

Yousef Bander Al-Khaldi

My name is Rashed Salem and I am a senior from
AGBS. 
Soon I will be embarking on a journey of
becoming a doctor. From a very young age, I had
had the passion of becoming a doctor. My
ultimate goal and desire is to see people get
healed.
My dream is to attend the King Saud University in
Saudi Arabia. Studying medicine signifies my
commitment to excellence in medical education
and pursue a career that can really make a
profound difference in the lives of others and who
knows, to leave a last impact on the world
through my medical practice. 

Rashed Salem 

My name is Rayan Alamer. I am a senior at AGBS.  
After graduating from AGBS, I wish to enroll with
IUK to study Medicine. 
May Allah grant me the fulfillment to become a
doctor.  

Rayan Alamer
My name is Fajer Aldhafiri and I'm a senior in
AGBS. 
After I graduate from High School, I am thinking
of enrolling with Kuwait University to pursue my
dream course - medicine - and get started with
my career as a medical doctor. I will continue to
learn and work towards my goals.

Fajer Aldhafiri



Hello, I am Khalid Waleed, a grade 12th student
of this really great school. I just wanted to say,
before I graduate, that I will sorely miss it here.
I would sincerely like to thank all AGBS teachers!

A message to the teachers by
Khalid Waleed
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And
 now seniors?What’s next?

My name is Hamad Fahad. I am a senior at AGBS. 
I would like to enroll in IUK to study Mechanical
Engineering. 
I am committed to pursuing a career in the
Mechanical Engineering field as it’s always a field
with high demand.

Hamad Fahad

I am a senior from AGBS and after graduating I
would like to go to AUM and specialize in Physical
Therapy. 
I think Physical Therapy aligns with my values,
interests, and desire to make a meaningful
difference in the lives of others. 
I wish that I will have the opportunity to follow
this career path and contribute to the health and
well-being of people in need.

Deemah Ibrahim Alenezi

My name is Abdulaziz Munif Almutairi and I am
senior at AGBS. 
I aspire to become a doctor. My plan is to study in
the UAE.
My dream to be a doctor is driven by a strong
sense to make a positive impact on people’s lives
through compassionate healthcare.

Abdulaziz Munif Almutairi

Musaed Ibrahim

I am a senior from AGBS and after graduating I
would like to go abroad to study Cybersecurity. 
I am yet to decide which University I would like to
enroll.  I am fully committed to study and prepare
myself for the final exams.
I would like to secure the admission into a
prestigious university abroad, recognized for its
excellence in Cybersecurity education.
With determination and effort, I believe that I can
make it. 
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oUR SENIORS VISITED 
UNIVERSITies’ fair q8eduex

AGBS students left the Q8EDUEX feeling inspired
and motivated about their future academic
journeys. They had gained valuable knowledge,
made important connections, and were
equipped with the information they needed to
make informed decisions about their higher
education paths.
As usual, Q8EDUEX was not only an educational
experience, but also a reminder of the endless
possibilities that lie ahead for our seniors. They
are now ready to embark on their academic life
with confidence and excitement, knowing that
the world of higher education is full of
opportunities waiting to be explored.

by Editorial Team

AGBS seniors had the opportunity to visit
Q8EDUEX, a universities’ fair that provides a
valuable glimpse into higher education options
and opportunities for their future.
AGBS students visited the fair which atmosphere
was filled with students from schools from all
over Kuwait and representatives of various
universities in Kuwait and from abroad.
There were displays showcasing the academic
programs from different institutions. The fair was
a hub of activity, with booths set up by
universities from all over Kuwait and even
international ones, offering information on
undergraduate and postgraduate courses.
AGBS students wasted no time in exploring the
fair, armed with questions and a keen interest in
discovering their potential future educational
paths. 
They engaged with university representatives,
collected brochures, and learned about the
unique offerings of each institution.
There was a diverse range of options available to
suit every academic interest and career
aspiration. Students had the chance to explore
programs in business, engineering, sciences,
humanities, and beyond, gaining valuable
insights into the educational landscape.
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by Editorial Team 

OUR SENIORS VISITED IUK
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF KUWAIT

As seniors, our journey through education has
been one of growth, discovery, and exploration.
Recently, our class had the opportunity to visit
IUK University, an esteemed institution known for
its academic excellence and an amazing campus.
This experience was not only educational but also
enriching, offering us insights into higher
education and inspiring us to pursue our
academic aspirations.
Our visit to IUK University began with a warm
welcome from the university staff, who greeted us
with enthusiasm and hospitality. Guided by
knowledgeable student ambassadors, we toured
the campus and explored the facilities, programs,
and resources available at the university.
As we walked through the campus grounds, we
were impressed by the state-of-the-art facilities
and modern amenities that IUK University had to
offer. From well-equipped classrooms and
laboratories to a spacious library and recreational
areas, it was evident that the university was
committed to provide students with an optimal
learning environment conducive to academic
success. 

One of the highlights of our visit was the
opportunity to interact with faculty members and
students from various disciplines. We engaged in
lively discussions, asked questions about
academic programs and research opportunities,
and gained valuable insights into the university's
academic offerings and campus culture. It was
inspiring to hear about the diverse interests and
accomplishments of the students, who shared
their experiences and aspirations with us.
Additionally, our visit included informative
presentations on college readiness, and
admissions processes. 
Our visit to IUK University was a memorable and
enlightening experience for our senior class. It
reaffirmed our belief in the transformative power
of education and inspired us to pursue our
academic and personal goals with confidence
and determination. As we prepare to the next
chapter of our lives, we carry with us the
knowledge, insights, and memories gained from
our visit to IUK. 
We are grateful for the opportunity to explore
new horizons and expand our horizons.
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The International University of Science and
Technology in Kuwait (IUK) vision is to have a
transformative impact on Kuwait society through
its innovative and student-centered programs in
Business Administration, Engineering and Arts.
IUK offers a student-centered and innovative
excellence hub to serve Kuwait's education
sector, local community, and key industrial sector. 
We provide academic degrees, outreach training
programs and professional certificate programs to
enhance the educational and economic outlook
of Kuwait.
Our ultimate goal is to be a premier and leading
university in Kuwait and the region by promoting
innovation and academic excellence, and,
therefore, to contribute to the educational and
sustainable economic development in Kuwait
and the GCC region.

Values at IUK were developed to reflect the vision
of the chairman and the principles of the senior
executive team to form a solid foundation for the
decision-making and practice by constituents of
the university: 

Respect and commitment: Integrity, fairness,
tolerance, respect, and professional attitude.
Diversity: Foster an affluent environment with
diverse cultures and rich in students and staff
with varied skills and backgrounds.
Excellence and Leadership: Promote
excellence and professional attitude to
support the success of students and their
success as future leaders and active
contributors to social and economy
development.
Social Responsibility: Develop a commitment
for the advancement of the university, the
prosperity of the community, and welfare of
the country and region.
Innovation & Creativity: Provide students with
a set of knowledge and skills that enables
them to innovate and succeed in future
entrepreneurial ventures.

THE BIGGEST PRIVATE CAMPUS IN KUWAITTHE BIGGEST PRIVATE CAMPUS IN KUWAIT

by Editorial Team 

Visit us at our campus! 
It will be our pleasure to meet you. 

 info@iuk.edu.kw
  Sun-Thur: 8:00AM-3:00PM

IUK IS MORE THAN EDUCATIONIUK IS MORE THAN EDUCATION

IUK were present at Q8EDUEX 

mailto:info@iuk.edu.kw
mailto:info@iuk.edu.kw
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SUMMER                         CAMP
by Editorial Team 

Once again, AGBS is thrilled to announce the
launch of its Summer Camp Academy, a dynamic
program designed to provide students with a
unique and enriching summer experience.
The Summer Camp Academy offers a diverse
range of activities to suit everyone’s interest from
4 to 18 years old, ensuring that each participant
has the opportunity to explore, learn, and have
fun.
Exciting Activities:

Swimming
Karate
Kickboxing
Football
Basketball
Handball
Tennis
Ballet
Playstation
Gymnastics
Art classes
Handicrafts

We also have the educational component:
English
Arabic
Islamic
The Holy Quran

Join Us for a Summer of Fun and Learning!
The Summer Camp Academy at AGBS has
something for everyone. 

Registration is now open. 
Contact us to reserve your spot!

When:
Sunday to Thursday from 4 to 8 pm
Ages from 4 to 18 years
girls and boys *not mixed*
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A BEDTIME STORY:A BEDTIME STORY:  

At just a few months of age, an infant can look at
pictures, listen to your voice, and point to objects
on cardboard pages. Guide your child by pointing
to the pictures and say the names of the various
objects. By drawing attention to pictures and
associating the words with pictures and the real-
world objects, your child will learn the
importance of language.
Children learn to love the sound of language
before they even notice the existence of printed
words on a page. Reading books aloud to children
stimulates their imagination and expands their
understanding of the world. It helps them
develop language and listening skills and
prepares them to understand the written word.
When the rhythm and melody of language
become a part of a child’s life, learning to read will
be as natural as learning to walk and talk.
Even after children learn to read by themselves,
it’s still important for you to read aloud together.
By reading stories that are on their interest level,
but beyond their reading level, you can stretch
young readers’ understanding and motivate them
to improve their skills.
You should try to read with your child at least
once a day at a regularly scheduled time. 
If you have more than one child, try to spend
some time reading alone with each child,
especially if they’re more than two years apart.
However, it’s also fine to read to children at
different stages and ages at the same time. Most
children enjoy listening to many types of stories. 
You may go through a period when your child
favors one book and wants it read night after
night. It is not unusual for children to favor a
particular story, and this can be boring for
parents. Keep in mind, however, that a favorite
story may speak to your child’s interests or
emotional needs. Be patient. Continue to expose
your children to a wealth of books and eventually
they will be ready for more stories.

by Ms. Adela Stankova - KG Coordinator

The Top Ten Benefits of Reading for Children:
1. Their vocabulary is larger and more extensive.
2. They perform better academically.
3. Their imagination can run wild.
4. Their creativity skills develop.
5. They develop empathy.
6. They gain a deeper understanding of their
world.
7. Their concentration levels improve.
8. The parent and child bond improves.
9. Their cognitive development is supported.
10. Their social skills and interaction improve.
Our goal is to motivate children to want to read so
they will practice reading independently and,
thus, become fluent readers. That happens when
children enjoy reading. 
We can help our children find the tools they need
to succeed in life. Having access to information
through the printed word is an absolute necessity.
Knowledge is power, and books are full of it.
Through books we can enrich our minds; we can
also relax and enjoy some precious leisure
moments.
Early reading skills can affect children’s academic
success.
Reading 20 minutes a day exposes kids to a vast
quantity of words (1.8 million in each school year,
actually!). Essentially, the more words your kid
reads, the wider their vocabulary is likely to be.
And a wide vocabulary makes a kid’s writing more
interesting and impressive. Well, reading daily can
help to strengthen a child’s imagination,
introducing them to concepts, cultures, and
possibilities beyond their own life experience.
They can learn about the world, stimulate their
curiosity, and give them a better understanding of
other people’s lives.
Taking the time to read with your children on a
regular basis sends an important message:
Reading is worthwhile.

Reading is a powerful, fulfilling, and rewarding activity!Reading is a powerful, fulfilling, and rewarding activity!

why is it important to readwhy is it important to read  
to your child?to your child?
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AGENDA FOR MAY

T H I S  N E W S P A P E R  I S  F O R  Y O U !

 If you wish to collaborate with us, or if you would like to have your work
published, just drop us an email at newspaper@agbs.tech


